PRESS RELEASE

Concarneau, July 26th 2018

Jean-Baptiste MARION’s shipyard
orders the building of a 16m trawler to PIRIOU

PIRIOU has just registered the order for a 16m trawler for Jean-Baptiste MARION’s shipyard.
Dedicated to scallop fishing and bottom trawling in the English Channel, its homeport will be
Grandcamp-Maisy -Normandy. Built in Lorient, this new unit will be delivered in September 2019.
This trawler is the outcome of a close collaboration between Jean-Baptiste MARION’s shipyard and
PIRIOU which will achieve its building. To study the design and bring support on this project, PIRIOU
selected the firm of architects COPREXMA for their renown know how for this type of vessel.
Vincent FAUJOUR, PIRIOU General Manager, declares: ‘PIRIOU confirms through this new
contract, its willingness to stay on this historical market that remains very important for the
group. We have the wish to take part in the renewal of the French traditional fishing fleet.
PIRIOU Lorient, located in Keroman harbour, is our site dedicated to building fishing vessels
under 25m. It features adequate facilities and a strong team organized to manage efficiently
cost-effective building projects while also dealing with current maintenance of vessels such as
TELEMAQUE I -a trawler belonging to the shipyard of Jean-Baptiste MARION presently under
maintenance.’
Jean-Baptiste MARION, Shipyard Manager says: ‘I contacted PIRIOU to talk about the project and
I appreciated this direct contact with highly motivated interlocutors listening to my requests. In
addition, ‘Telemaque I’ has come several times to the shipyard of PIRIOU LORIENT for
maintenance and I have always been satisfied. I found it logical and interesting to work
together with PIRIOU on the building of a new trawler.’

Main characteristics
Length overall ...……………….…….………. 15.95 m
Breadth moulded ..…………………………...... 7.20 m
Depth at main deck ………………………..….. 3.15 m
Propulsion / fixed propeller ........................ Ø2000 mm

Engine ....................................CUMMINS KTA19
Crew ……………………………………….. 6
Hull / superstructure……….... steel/aluminium

About PIRIOU
Involved in shipbuilding, repair, naval engineering and services since 1965, PIRIOU specializes in producing
vessels up to 120m with high added value through a combination of high-performance engineering and a
global network of industrial sites in Europe, Africa and Asia. With over 450 ships built and delivered
worldwide, PIRIOU provides bespoke solutions as well as a complete range of standardized or customized
vessels that satisfy the requirements of international shipowners, whether they be private or public, civilian or
military.
www.piriou.com
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About Jean-Baptiste MARION’s shipyard
Founded in 2003 when acquiring ‘Telemaque I’.
Born in a family involved in the fishing world for several generations in Grandcamp-Maisy harbour.
www.telemaque1.fr
Contact:
Tel: +33(0)7 86 49 46 53 / telemaquejb@orange.fr

